
Darkness 481 

Chapter 481 - The First Form 

As soon as Omega declared that now he can be the fastest Samurai… Kahn facepalmed himself. 

[Ah, he really took after my chuunibyou personality trait. I wonder how many years it will take him to 

come out of it.] he thought. 

But the next second, Omega's expression turned insidious as he let out a grin. 

"Hey, Rudra. Why don't you come out? 

How about we play a little?" asked Omega in a sinister tone. 

The generals quickly understood what Omega was trying to pull off here and all of them raised their 

thumbs in support. 

"Hehe! The snake is so done." spoke Ceril. 

"That bastard was laughing at us when those wolves thrashed us." said Oliver as he vividly remembered 

Rudra calling all of them losers when Vilgax beat them outside the first door. 

And recently, when Skoll and Hati used the general's attack skills against each other, he was laughing 

hysterically while they got their asses handed to them. 

Only Omega was the one who never demeaned the generals or made fun of them. And Rudra was like 

that annoying roommate who no one liked but had to put up with him because they were weaker. 

And now that Omega was the strongest… They all wanted to settle the score with Rudra. 

And the Basilisk was reaping what he sowed. 

[Arhm… I am not fully recovered yet. You don't want to fight the mighty me on only half of my strength, 

do you? 

My… don't tell me you're that shameless and petty.] replied Rudra from Kahn's shadow. 

"This earthworm!" cursed Omega who just chickened out. 

But suddenly, Omega's gaze turned to Kahn and spoke with a serious tone. 

"Master… Do you remember the two wisps they gifted me?" 

"Yes. Didn't you say they gave you knowledge?" asked Kahn. 

"Yes. But after this evolution. I have gained the ability to use that knowledge about using the bloodlines 

and unlocked two different transformations." said Omega. 

"What? What do you mean?" asked Kahn with a surprised face. 

"What I mean is…" said Omega and revealed the real meaning behind his words. 

"I can take two different battle forms." 



Not just Kahn but everyone else had a curious expression. 

"Show us." said Jugram. 

In the following moments… Omega's body was covered under a white and blue flame and right before 

everyone's eyes… 

A white armor suddenly appeared out of nowhere and Omega was completely covered under it as if this 

armor was part of his body. 

His black arm remained the same and his right leg also tuned black but this time, there was blue fire 

coming out of the corners. Along with these two noticeable changes, some parts of the armor also 

turned black. 

Around his right shoulder was the head of a white wolf the other was covered in fur. Even Omega's eyes 

turned bright blue in this transformation. As for the head, it was covered in a white mask that 

completely hid his face. 

Kahn was instantly reminded of Skoll, the white wolf who also shared these features as well as blue eyes 

and runes over his head and some parts of the body. 

"I shall call it the Moonlight Armor." declared Omega. 

In the following moment, his white and blue aura and world energy suddenly covered Raijin and right 

before everyone, it went from blood-red colored to a white and blue blade. Even the sheath and the hilt 

turned completely white. 

"So he can even use world energy and the bloodline effect to transform his katana?" spoke Ceril as he 

noticed the composition of the blade. 

"In this form, I am four times faster than usual and also, my accuracy and maneuverability are greatly 

enhanced." revealed Omega and the very next moment, he let out his aura and lightning gathered over 

the now transformed Raijin. 

Swoosh! 

Omega moved so fast that even Kahn couldn't see his speed or movement before he completely 

disappeared. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

All the generals and Kahn were suddenly surrounded by a whirlwind and right in front of them…. 

Dozens of Omega's afterimages that had surrounded them on all the sides appeared as if Omega was 

running in a circular path around them. 

Swish! 

Soon, the number of afterimages increases by many times, and in just 20 seconds… 



There was more than a hundred Omega sprinting around them. And even Ronin, who was the fastest 

amongst the generals before this new evolution was having a hard time seeing through his real location. 

So basically, Omega was already beyond their comprehensive speed and in this state, if he ever fought 

against an enemy… 

The opposite side won't even know how or when they died. 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 

He suddenly stopped his sprint and using his new skills, Omega lifted a giant 100 meter tall boulder out 

of the ground that was at least 1 kilometer away from where the gang stood. 

And before anyone could grasp the situation, he made a slashing attack with Raijin. 

Slash! 

BANG!! 

The massive boulder was split in half instantly just by Omega swinging his katana from one kilometer 

away. There was no aura, no mana and a wave of energy that left Raijin and struck the boulder. 

Kahn and all the generals had their eyes wide open with a flabbergasted expression. 

Because just like how Kahn could use the Dimensional Cut skill, Omega had created his own version 

using the Gravity Law in this Moonlight Armor form. 

So basically, he didn't even need to directly hit his enemies to kill them if they were inside the one 

kilometer radius which seemed to be his current effective range for this skill. 

BANG!! 

The split boulder fell on the ground and he looked at the 

"I name this attack as Lunar Fang Strike." declared Omega. 

At this moment, Omega was very happy inside as he finally got the opportunity to show off in front of 

everyone. 

"This is… This is too strong. Even a 4th stage saint will not be able to see this attack coming and they 

may be gravely injured if they let this attack strike their body." spoke Kahn as he found the 

resemblances of this attack. 

Although it wasn't absolute like Kahn's Dimensional Cut that he got because of the Divine Ability, 

Omega's Lunar Fang Strike wasn't very far behind. 

And exactly when everyone thought that Omega was done flexing… he spoke with a smile on his face. 

"Allow me to show you my second form." 

Chapter 482 - The Second Form 



Omega now had an elated expression as he was happy to be able to flex his superiority on everyone for 

the first time while looking incredibly humble on the outside. The Moonlight Armor form was already 

too OP even for someone at third stage Saint rank. But now, Omega was about to reveal his second 

form. 

"Here I go." he said. 

Shwoooaaa!! 

The following second, Omega's entire body was covered in black and red flames and so was Raijin. 

Unlike before, there was a hint of chaotic aura filled with bloodlust emitting from him and the 

surrounding was suddenly filled with an oppressive force that made everyone feel like they were 

drowning underwater. 

And finally, Omega donned in black and red armor, silver hair, and a black mask with white fangs on it 

was revealed to them. 

On his left shoulder, was a head of a black wolf while the other one was covered in black fur. Raijin had 

also gone through another transformation as the white and blue blade had turned black and fiery red in 

this new form. 

This time it was the left arm and leg that was on scarlet red fire around the corners while Raijin itself 

emitted intense flames as the entire blade itself looked hot as magma. 

And contrast to the previous form, his eyes glowed dark red, even more menacing than his new human 

form. 

"I shall call it the Twilight Armor." spoke Omega after he revealed his second battle form. 

Kahn on the other hand could see the resemblance between this form and Hati, the black wolf brother 

who also had a pitch-black body and red runes and patterns on his head and some parts of the body. 

"In this form, I'm even slower than my human form and less precise while fighting, let on the moonlight 

armor mode." said Omega and continued with a slight grin. 

"However, now…. I'm far more powerful than both the forms combined." he revealed in an excited tone. 

"My strength is multiplied by four times and the effectiveness and damage output of all my attack skills 

is greatly enhanced." he clarified. 

And finally, he decided to display the effects of this mode. 

"Cast a levitation spell on everyone." spoke Omega to Ceril. 

And right after everyone rose 200 meters high in the air, Omega suddenly appeared 2 kilometers away 

from their previous spot. 

He unsheathed Raijin and grabbed it with both hands. A black and red aura suddenly appeared around 

the blade of the katana. 

"Heaven's Subjugation…" said Omega and quickly swung his katana in a vertical slash. 



"Black Fang Strike!!" 

And right before everyone's eyes… an immeasurably heavy aura slash attack filled with pure destructive 

power landed on the ground in the front. 

SLASH!! 

BANG!! 

BOOM!! 

CRACKLE!! 

SHATTER!! 

A loud burst of slashing attack destroyed the entire ground in 2 kilometers length. Now, only a massive 

explosion caused by Omega's new attack skill completely obliterated the ground in front. 

The aftershocks and tremors cracked the ground open and a 100 meters wide and 2 kilometers long 

deep crevice was revealed to all the generals and Kahn who were afloat in the air. 

Had they been present on the ground… may they would've died on the spot if that slashing attack 

accidentally hit them. And now everyone understood why Omega told them to go away. 

And most importantly… Kahn noticed that the ground hit with that skill wasn't just blown away or ripped 

apart…. Rather, it was completely pulverized till there were no traces of even sand left. 

Contrary to Lunar Fang Strike, which was extremely fast, clean and precise… the Black Fang Strike was 

simply too powerful and destructive. 

Based on the range and aftermath, Kahn deduced that it was already at least 20 times stronger than his 

Dragon Strike. 

This Twilight Armor form of Omega was no different than the personification of destruction and brute 

strength. 

"Bloody hell… not only his ranks and levels are higher… His gravity law skills and these two Battle forms 

are more than enough to take us all out in a fight even if he was on the same level as us. 

Even all of us ganging up on him won't change the outcome of the battle." spoke Jugram, the most 

versatile and seasoned fighter amongst Kahn's subordinates. 

"You're right. None of you can surpass him now even if you all fought Omega together. 

Even I wouldn't be his match at the same levels if I didn't have these gravity law and space law skills that 

can help me counter him. 

Dimensional Cut is the only skill I have that could help me kill him if we were enemies in a battle to the 

death." said Kahn as he analyzed the whole situation. 

The Gravity Law skills Omega inherited from Skoll and Hati were already too powerful. 



The Moonlight Armor form basically made him untouchable even to Kahn unless he used the True 

Dimension and Dimensional Cut attack skill while being on the same level as Omega. 

On top of it… the Twilight Armor form was simply too chaotic and destructive battle mode where Omega 

could kill more than 20 thousand enemies with a single move. 

Even if a 3rd stage saint was to fight him, he'd get plummeted to the ground and then get obliterated 

into nothingness in a battle. 

And more importantly… he was bound to become a Godbeast after he leveled up and met the 

requirements. So his skills and abilities would also improve and increase in terms of attack power, range 

and effectiveness. 

Omega, the first ally Kahn created after his arrival in Vantrea, was now the strongest among them all, 

including Kahn. 

And as everyone finally spent a lot of time accepting this new reality of theirs… Kahn decided that it was 

time to depart for the next door and enter the 3rd layer. 

Based on Skoll and Hati's words, there was another guardian inside. But now that Kahn had Omega, a 

newfound sense of confidence and security came to his mind. 

"Alright! Let's all leave." ordered Kahn. 

But right when they were ready to depart… 

Sniff! 

Sniff! 

Omega sniffed as he noticed someone coming in their direction from 15 kilometers afar. 

"Master… it's him. I think he noticed this door as well. He's coming over here at a fast pace." said Omega 

as he informed Kahn. 

"Fuck! I can't even ignore him. He will find me in the inner layer anyway if I had to fight its guardian. 

All of you, inside!" said Kahn and commanded his subordinates to hide in his shadow. 

20 minutes later, a figure of a young man donned in white and blue mage robes appeared close to Kahn. 

"You sure took your time coming here." said Kahn as he looked at this man who wore glasses and spoke 

his name… 

"Ezekiel." 

Chapter 483 - Meeting the Ally 

Kahn stood in front of the semi-saint mage from the Pureblood faction who was supposed to be his ally 

in this expedition to retrieve the Tablet of Arcana. 

And now, after finally entering the 2nd layer of barrier, Kahn met this brown-haired mage who entered 

from the other side of the intersection from the opposite side of the Verlassen fiefdom. 



"When did you arrive? Did you also notice this world energy outbursts?" asked Ezekiel with a curious 

tone. 

"Yes, that's why I found the direction and traveled here to see if there was anything noteworthy. 

And finally, I found the door. I think it's the way to get out of here." said Kahn as he outright lied on the 

spot. 

"Ah, I see. Then I wasn't the only one. 

But this place… it's completely different than the outside. It's like a separate plane of existence. The map 

didn't mention anything about the terrain." said Ezekiel as he nodded. 

"And what's up this area? It feels like there was a battle between powerful beings." queried Ezekiel. 

[Fuck!] cursed Kahn in his mind. 

Thanks to Omega showing off his skills and destroying the nearby terrain while flexing his Moonlight & 

Twilight forms, the place now looked like a ruined battlefield. 

"Don't know. It was like this before I got here." responded Kahn as he tried to cover up. 

"So, should we depart?" he asked to quickly shift the topic. 

"Alright then. Let's enter before that witch finds this door as well." replied Ezekiel and both of them 

departed for the second door. 

And after they finally entered the purple fog surrounding the massive door identical to the one from 

where Kahn entered the last time, the mage and the swordsman entered the 3rd layer of the forbidden 

region… 

Both young men were left speechless as soon as they saw the surroundings. 

Because contrary to the terrain and atmosphere of the 2nd layer which was filled with chaotic typhoons, 

charred ground, lightning striking from the sky, and magma running through various places… the 

scenario inside this place was completely different as if it was a separate dimension. 

In front of the duo was nothing but a vast region filled with strong blizzards and tall mountains as if they 

now stood in a desolate land. Everywhere they looked had only white snow and bone-chilling frost 

flowing in the air. 

"What the hell is this place?" asked Kahn. 

"How come there's another hidden region? Shouldn't we be close to the tablet? 

Even my map has nothing about this area." spoke Ezekiel. 

[Of course, it doesn't. Because nobody ever entered inside.] thought Kahn as he knew that Skoll & Hati 

were the ultimate guardians who were never defeated by anyone that ever came inside the forbidden 

region. 

Whoever entered the 15 kilometers close to the door was sensed and killed by the wolf brothers and 

hence, there was no one who could report back about the 3rd layer either. 



Kahn and Ezekiel were the only two people who entered this place for the first time in the past hundred 

and fifty years. 

"Let's go. We don't know how much time it will take for us to find the tablet. There's no point in staying 

here." said Kahn. 

The duo then took out some ice resistance potions from their space rings and drank them to protect 

their bodies from this atmosphere. 

Kahn didn't even need these potions because of his ice elemental affinity skills and passive resistance 

skills he got from the frost giants months ago when he ventured into the North. But to maintain the 

secrecy, he acted like he was greatly affected because of the environment. 

Soon, both of them embarked on a journey to find the holy grail while quickly passing through 

mountains and valleys. 

In the meantime, Kahn released Oliver, Ronin, Ceril and Omega from his shadow to look for the final 

guardian that protected this inner layer. 

Finding the guardian meant that they would also find the location of the tablet of arcana. And hence, 

the more eyes he had… the faster their mission will be completed. 

---------------- 

After 2 days of tireless searching, Kahn and Ezekiel had traveled more than 2 thousand kilometers using 

their respective skills and abilities but still, they found nothing but a bunch of icicles and frozen 

mountains. 

On many occasions, Ezekiel ran out of mana and needed time to recharge using artifacts and mana cores 

so Kahn had no choice but to take some break himself. 

On the 3rd day, which was the 5th day of their window to return home… Ronin with his newly upgraded 

abilities and skills finally found the guardian and contacted Kahn through the transmission artifact. 

"Master… I found the guardian. But I think we should return to Verlassen." spoke Ronin. 

[Why?] asked Kahn who was currently hidden in an ice cave, resting and recuperating. 

[Because given the aura, I'm certain it's the very being that was controlling those legendary rank 

monsters who attacked our borders. 

And I just sent a clone of mine to inspect this creature. But it was killed just 15 kilometers away. 

I don't think we will survive against it no matter what we do. Losing our lives just to test the waters is 

not worth it.] he replied. 

[What? How strong is it? Do you think Omega won't be able to handle it?] he queried. 

[The wolf may be able to survive… but I don't think it'll be the case for the rest of us even if we all fought 

together. 

And you, master… will definitely die.] he revealed in a cryptic tone. 



[I'm coming there… Just keep on watch. We will decide later.] replied Kahn. 

[Alright. I'll inform the wolf, birdy and skull.] said Ronin and cut off the transmission. 

When Omega, Ceril and Oliver reached Ronin's location and sensed what kind of creature was guarding 

the tablet of arcana… 

All of them had an aghast expression after noticing the flying figure in the sky. 

Even someone like Omega felt a chill under his spine and exclaimed… 

"Fuck! We need to go back!!" 

Chapter 484 - The Final Guardian 

While the subordinates were already adamant about retreating, Kahn was approaching their side and 

had traveled around 400 kilometers in just two hours using quicksilver skill which now reached its peak 

mastery. 

He told Ezekiel that he noticed something peculiar in the eastern end of this region and they needed to 

check it out. 

The reason he had the semi-saint mage to tag along with him was because even if he used a 

doppelganger… someone talented like Ezekiel would eventually figure out that it wasn't the real Kahn. 

So he had to bring his allotted ally with him. 

At this exact moment, Omega and the three generals tried best to hide their auras. 

"Why do I feel like we're back in the Bromnir dungeon?" said Omega as he saw the final guardian. 

"Yeah… I was having those flashbacks of our deaths as well when I saw it." spoke Ronin. 

"And it's even superior and higher ranked. We're certainly not its match." said Ceril. 

2 more hours passed and the duo of the mage and the swordsman finally arrived close to a mountain 

range filled with a purple storm. 

Kahn and Ezekiel, both of them were rooted on the spot when they saw a ginormous being flying in the 

sky. 

"Alright! I'm outta here." said Kahn. 

"What kind of nonsense is this?! Why is something like that in the Rakos Empire?!" exclaimed Ezekiel in 

surprise. 

At this moment, they stood 15 kilometers away from the final door and used their skills to focus at the 

sky that was lit purple and a ginormous flying figure roamed the region around. It was so big that they 

could even see it from this long distance. 

Kahn didn't think twice and decided to give up instantly after looking at this guardian. 

"Fuck the tablet, fuck these factions and fuck this mission. 

I'm not gonna die for this stupid-ass quest." he spoke in an exasperated voice. 



Because the ginormous creature with two massive wings and a body full of black and purple scales that 

they would have to face to progress to the gate was a… 

DRAGON! 

---------------- 

Omega and the rest of the generals surrounded Kahn and Ezekiel from a few kilometers away as they 

kept a watch without revealing their aura. 

Kahn was in a dilemma given the current scenario because no way was he overconfident to think that he 

could defeat a dragon even if it was a low leveled one. 

Just the Magma Drake inside the Bromnir dungeon had nearly killed him and all his subordinates back in 

Flavot city. 

"Wait… how about we try to distract it with something noticeable and then pass through the door while 

hiding using an invisibility artifact?" said Ezekiel. 

Kahn rolled his eyes at this suggestion. 

"That only works on small fries. Can't you see, given its size and aura… it's at least a mythical rank 

dragon. 

Do you really think it won't be able to detect weaklings like us? 

Even if we were to lure it away, we still don't have anything worthy to garner its attention." spoke Kahn 

as looked around the frosted terrain. 

Even a mana bomb explosion wouldn't suffice as it will be buried under the snow and get subdued by 

the blizzards very quickly. 

But right when Kahn looked away… his Survival instinct suddenly alarmed and he quickly made a 

slashing attack on his right. 

Clang! 

Lucifer's blade suddenly struck and cut through a dagger but before he could react… a restriction barrier 

suddenly caged Kahn. 

SHRILL!! 

Kahn's whole body was out under immense oppressive pressure and he caved in. A massive explosion of 

mana dispersed in the surroundings as multiple layers of these magic formations and layers caused an 

immense surge of energy within the 2 kilometer radius. 

"What's the meaning of this?! 

Ezekiel…" said Kahn in a furious tone. 

His supposed ally suddenly used this restriction barrier and trapped him inside. 

"Sorry, Salvatore. There's no other way around it. 



If we want to get its attention… someone needs to make a sacrifice." spoke Ezekiel in a grim tone as he 

suddenly turned from a friend to foe. 

"Why?! Aren't we supposed to be allies in this mission?" asked Kahn as he dropped on the ground while 

his mouth and eyes started bleeding under this formation. 

[This bastard! He's using several epic rank artifacts and formations to trap me! 

This… did he plan it all along?] thought Kahn as his strength was reduced to only 30% of his original 

stats. 

"Why you ask… isn't it obvious? The one to retrieve the Tablet of Arcana… 

Shall be me!" declared Ezekiel. 

"You… did you plan this since the beginning?" asked Kahn as he gave a deathly glare to the young mage. 

"Not exactly. I am just always prepared to make sudden changes in plan. 

Besides… you're not from our faction so you don't know the importance of this mission. 

To you… it's just a deal you made with the faction leader. But for people like me from the pureblood 

faction itself… 

It means our clan's future." he revealed. 

"The fuck do you mean?! Aren't you all on the same side?" queried Kahn while maintaining his raged 

expression. 

"Hah! You don't even know what's happening in all the factions, yet you came to find the tablet? 

My my… you really are nothing but just a puppet of the Vandereich clan." spoke Ezekiel in a 

condescending voice as he looked down on kneeling Kahn. 

"Enlighten me, dipshit!" responded Kahn with a constricted face as he dropped on the ground because 

the pressure kept increasing. 

"It's nothing personal, Salvatore. Just that if it's you who retrieves the tablet… I will be called a failure by 

my clan and the faction. 

But if it's me who gets it and delivers it to the main faction council… 

My future in the faction is secured and my grandfather will automatically become the next faction 

leader as a reward for me accomplishing the task. 

So naturally, I can't let you have the credit. I'll get the tablet and tell everyone about your great 

sacrifice." revealed Ezekiel as he tipped his glasses with an insidious smile on his face. 

"Then sacrifice yourself, you asshole!" retorted Kahn as blood dripped from his mouth. 

"Like everyone else says… you sure make a good bait. Well, be a good guy and keep the dragon busy." 

Said the semi-saint mage who suddenly turned on Kahn without a second thought. 



The next moment, he used an artifact and disappeared from the spot. 

[Omega!] 

Slash!! 

A swinging attack suddenly slashed open the suppression barrier and formations as Omega freed Kahn. 

"That fucker! I really shouldn't have trusted him. In the end, he's just like the rest of them. 

Trading lives for power." spoke Kahn in a furious voice. 

But before he could let out his anger… Ceril's voice reached Kahn's mind. 

[Master… it's coming here!] 

Chapter 485 - Garnering Attention 

The sudden massive surge of mana and energy quickly attracted the guardian Dragon's attention while 

Ezekiel quickly disappeared from their location, leaving Kahn to become the prey for this ginormous 

creature. 

The reason why Kahn immediately order Omega or Ronin to kill Ezekiel when he was caught in these 

multiple suppression barriers and epic rank artifacts was because he wanted to know the real reason 

why Ezekiel chose to betray him. 

And in the end, he came to know that the tablet was far more worth than what he imagined since just 

retrieving it could make your clan's leader the next faction leader. 

What power or secrets did it hold… Kahn had no idea. But to get it, Ezekiel didn't think for more than 2 

seconds before making Kahn the scapegoat. 

[Master... It's coming here.] Ceril's voice resounded in his mind. 

"Dammit! We have no choice but to fight now." said Kahn as he gave an understanding look to Omega, 

Oliver and Ceril. 

"Ronin, with me!" he commanded. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

The three subordinates disappeared from the spot and a few seconds later, their figures appeared a few 

kilometers away high in the sky. 

The reason why Kahn left the three to face the dragon that was presumably stronger than them was 

that it was a flying enemy and these three could fight it in the sky given their skills and abilities. 

Someone like Ronin, Blackwall, Jugram and Armin would only serve as fodders in a battle while Rudra 

wasn't even high leveled or big enough to stand against it. 



BOOM!! 

BOOM!! 

BOOM!! 

Three chaotic auras released themselves and the subordinates activated all their skills and abilities while 

releasing their true forms. 

Omega in his 700 meter tall Hrodvitnir form stood at the front while Oliver in his 600 meter tall 

Thunderbird form took the sky. 

Ceril turned to his 100 meter tall Dark Summoner form and quickly equipped Scythe of the Reaper and 

Book of the Damned which greatly improved his skill effectiveness and attack damage output. 

Crack! 

Crack! 

Shatter! 

The nearby mountains cracked apart and the ginormous boulders as well as pointy spears made of 

stones, walls and pikes created from the sturdy ice came to be. 

Omega was now using Skoll and Hati's skills together and soon, the 10 kilometer region turned into a 

battlefield full of debris. 

Crackle! 

Thunderclap! 

Rumble! 

Soon, dark clouds amassed in the sky and lightning crackled amongst them while on the ground, dozens 

of massive tornadoes, some of which were even a kilometer in width alone spread across the path of the 

approaching dragon as Oliver activated his lightning and wind elemental skills. 

3 layers of Darkness barriers formed around Ceril while he started charging his scythe with dark magic 

and prepared for a long-range attack. 

At this moment, they knew nothing about the skills of the enemy but Omega, Oliver and Ceril were 

trying to make a stand and at least stall it. 

Since the space inside the forbidden region and both the layers were sealed, Kahn couldn't enter the 

true dimension and escape from this unfathomable monster. 

Learning from his past experiences with the Draconian species... Even without fighting it, he knew that 

only an inevitable death awaited him if he decided to engage the Dragon in any way. 

BANG!! 

BOOM!! 



Finally, the Dragon who entered the 10 kilometers radius suddenly straight up barged through these 

massive stone boulders and spears like nothing happened as it flapped its wings. 

Kahn, who was running away with Ronin, finally saw exactly how big this final guardian was. 

A 1 kilometer tall Dragon with black and purple scales, having dozens of archaic runes inscribed on its 

body and head… with a wingspan of 500 meters altogether finally revealed itself as the keeper of the 

final door charge at their side. 

BANG!! 

Crack!! 

Oliver used Arrowstorm skill and attacked with 500 massive arrows made of different elements from the 

sky while gathering the lightning bolts in the air to use Vajra, his ultimate attack skill. 

AWEEOOOOOO!!! 

Omega used Fenrir's Howl skill that could disorient any enemy as long as they were within 8 kilometers 

radius and also used Attraction and Gravity Downforce skills to pull down the dragon approaching from 

the sky. 

ROOOAARRRR!!! 

A massive purple and black aura was suddenly emitted from this dragon and all the stone weapons and 

boulders created by Omega shattered in the air and were forced to fall down under Omega's skills. 

Clang!! 

Clang!! 

But before it could charge at their side again… 

Hundreds of massive black chains appeared from the ground and tried to bind the Dragon's legs and 

wings as Ceril used the Chains of Judgment skill. 

"It's at least level 420." said Ronin as he sensed the dragon's aura. 

"I hope they can hold it for longer." spoke Kahn as he still tried to retreat. 

"Almighty Push!" 

Exclaimed Omega and used the Repulsion skill this time to force the opponent to the ground again. 

BOOM!! 

Oliver attacked with a 50 meters long lightning bolt aka Vajra and struck the dragon. 

BANG!! 

A massive explosion occurred and the rippling shockwaves destroyed nearly 3 kilometers of the 

landscape. 

So far, their teamwork seemed to be working. 



"Huh! Is that all?" 

Suddenly, an eerie and grim voice resounded in everyone's ear. 

Flap!! 

The large dust cloud caused by the explosion suddenly cleared and a set of fierce eyes were revealed. 

The two-horned dragon with a large maw finally decided to speak after giving Kahn's subordinates a 

chance to attack. 

Thud!! 

Thud!! 

"You're strong. But I'm stronger." its tyrannical voice resounded in the entire region and the very next 

moment… 

BOOM!! 

Another massive explosion erupted and Omega's control over his own Gravity Domain, Ceril's control 

over his Chains of Judgment and Oliver's control over his tornadoes and elemental arrows were 

completely overthrown. 

RRROOOAAARRR!! 

An ear-deafening roar resounded in 20 kilometers radius and even Kahn, who was 15 kilometers away at 

this point shuddered in fear as a chilling aura went under his skin. 

[Master… this dragon… he's affecting our minds. I can't… I'm losing control over my body.] said Omega 

as he relayed this message to Kahn. 

Suddenly, Ceril also sent another message. 

[That's the same purple aura that was controlling those legendary rank monsters. But most 

importantly… this isn't the main thing we should be afraid of.] spoke Ceril. 

[Then what is it…] asked Kahn in a frightened tone as three subordinates who could easily fight and take 

on a level 400 mythical rank monsters were easily suppressed from this dragon's roar alone. 

Ceril replied in an aghast voice as he made a mind-boggling revelation… 

"It is a Darkness elemental Dragon!" 

Chapter 486 - The Main Boss 

At the present moment, the subordinates were doing their best to keep the Dragon at bay and allow 

Kahn to run away by attacking it from the sky, pulling it to the ground, and trying to bind it in a place so 

their master could get enough time to escape. 

But as soon as the guardian Dragon decided to stop playing around… all of them suddenly lost control of 

their powers and the guardian revealed itself to be a Darkness elemental creature of all things. 

"Dammit! Why did it have to be a darkness elemental dragon?!" cursed Oliver. 



The current situation was already unfavorable to the three subordinates holding the front. 

Not only were they low leveled compared to the dragon, but it also had the Darkness element, one of 

the strongest elements of reality. 

"Don't lose focus! We must stall it for enough time till master safely escapes." said Omega as he used 

hundreds of giant spikes made from solid rocks and attacked the approaching enemy. 

Even though Omega and Oliver could use Lightning elemental attacks and skills, the opponent was a 

being of darkness element. 

An equally strong element and on top of it, it was a higher level compared to all of them. So the damage 

they could do here would already be minimized. Only Omega had somewhat chance to stand against 

this enemy. 

"Attack!" shouted Ceril and cast the Shadow Blades Barrage skill. 

Omega used Sword King skill and created 500 elemental katanas, each of which was 20 meters in length 

while Oliver on the other hand prepared 5 Vajra lightning bolts and five hundred varying elemental 

arrows. 

"Now!" shouted Omega. 

Swoosh! 

Shrill! 

Rumble!! 

Thunder!! 

A volley of multicolored weapons and attacks approached the dragon who stood only 5 kilometers away 

from them at this point. But the look on the face of this ginormous creature was neither of alarm nor of 

worry. 

"Hmph! Fools…" spoke the dragon and right when the attacks entered one kilometer close to it… 

The dragon suddenly opened its long maw but instead of spewing the classic old Dragonfire… it spew a 

fire that quickly formed a 300 meters wide black wormhole suddenly and faced all the incoming attacks. 

And right before their eyes… all of their attacks and skills passed through the hole but there was no 

impact whatsoever. 

Schwoomm! 

Schwoomm! 

The three subordinates had horrified expressions on their faces as they watched all of their attacks 

getting engulfed in his black wormhole. 

In the following moment, a multicolored wave of energy exited the other end of this black hole, and this 

force made of mana, world energy and different elements passed inside the dragon's body as if it was it 

was a filtered and pure version of their attack was synthesized. 



The dragon closed its eyes and gave an elated expression. 

"Thanks for the meal." spoke the dragon as he gave a coy smirk. 

"Nani the fuck!" exclaimed Kahn who saw the scene through Ceril's vision. 

All of their combined attacks that were more than enough to kill a 4th stage saint, were simply… eaten? 

"So far, not only this boss could render them unable to use their skills temporarily using that purple aura 

to get a hold of their mind… it could also suck in and absorb their attacks through that black hole 

engulfment skill. 

And from the looks of it, it felt like the dragon himself absorbed the energy and mana from their 

collective attack. 

"200 years… I haven't had a decent meal in the past two hundred years ever since I was defeated and 

kidnapped from the Dragon Empire. 

That wretched human forced me to become this place's guardian and sealed me here. And finally, I have 

seen someone else here other than me." revealed the Dragon in its majestic and domineering voice. 

"You three… I don't know how you got here but attack me together and entertain me. 

I might as well let you all live." spoke the Dragon as it made a deathly command. 

[System… what the hell is that power?! And exactly what kind of dragon is this?] asked Kahn. 

[The specimen in front of the host is a lesser dragon, the weakest kind among the true dragon species. 

The ability it possesses is called The Plunderer. It allows its user to engulf and transform different forms 

of mana, elements, and world energy to absorb and raise its strengths. 

The more energy transformed and absorbed by the user, the quicker their levels and world energy 

reserves will rise. 

This ability is a Legendary Rank innate ability, extremely rare even among the strongest species and 

creatures of the world.] reported the system in one single go. 

"Blood hell… doesn't that mean the attack made the three actually empowered it? 

How can someone so big and OP just be a lesser dragon?!" asked Kahn in a baffled tone. 

[Yes.] replied the system. 

"All of you! Retreat! Don't attack it!" Kahn quickly warned all of them before they made another move. 

Any more attacks and they might as well help their enemy to level up and become far stronger than it 

already was. 

[But master… you'll die if it finds you.] replied Ceril. 

[I can hold it for a while. You all should escape. I can be revived even if I die but master can't.] spoke 

Omega through their mental link. 



"Don't worry about it. I have a plan." replied Kahn he suddenly stopped in his way. 

He looked at Ronin and gave a command. 

Ronin nodded and then disappeared from the spot. 

As for Kahn, he changed his direction, and instead of running away… he sprinted towards the battlefield 

between the Dragon and his subordinates. 

"System, pull those three in my shadow. They'll die a useless death if they stay there." commanded 

Kahn. 

In the following seconds, the three generals turned into massive black shadows and quickly charged 

toward Kahn's direction. 

The dragon was left speechless as it saw these massive creatures suddenly change shape and turn into 

black shadows. 

Finally, after 5 minutes, the three shadows merged with Kahn and he stood atop a mountain peak just 3 

kilometers away from the dragons. 

There was no fear or sense of worry in Kahn's eyes as he faced this mythical rank lesser dragon. 

"Interesting… you are so weak but you're not trying to run away from me." said the dragon as it looked 

down on Kahn. 

"Tell me… who are you?" it asked in a tyrannical voice that shook the nearby terrain. 

"Me? You could say that…" spoke Kahn with a focused look on his face and replied in a motivated 

voice… 

"I am the storm that is approaching." 

Chapter 487 - Futile Struggle 

Kahn stood with a fearless gaze in his eyes as if he felt no sense of threat against this massive one 

kilometer tall creature who could even take on three of his strongest subordinates on its own while 

remaining completely unaffected. 

"Wait a moment… How can you speak the Draconian language?" asked the Dragon as it suddenly 

realized that Kahn could converse with it. 

"I have had few friends from your species." spoke Kahn with a smile. 

"Nonsense! A mere human befriending our kind? Shameless lies!" exclaimed the dragon in a furious 

tone. 

"Listen… I'm not here to fight. Let me go through the door and I'll overlook your transgression." said 

Kahn in an authoritative tone. 

[What?!!] exclaimed all the subordinates inside Kahn's shadow as soon as they heard his words. 



The dragon himself had his maw wide open and eyes popping out of the sockets. It could not believe 

what Kahn just said. 

"You… will let me go? Have you gone senile from the fear of dying at my hands, human?" asked the 

guardian dragon. 

To his query, Kahn only replied in a soft tone… 

"Well, you haven't anyone from my side yet so there's no reason for me to kill you. That's why I'll show 

you mercy and let bygones be bygones." said Kahn casually. 

"Ha ha ha! Haha ha! Hahahaha!!" laughed the dragon loudly. His maniacal laugh sent shockwaves in the 

2 kilometers radius just through its intensity. 

"Aren't you too brazen, human? Your hubris and demeanor exceeds even us dragons. 

I would like to see if there's any weight to your words." spoke the dragon and the very next moment, an 

insufferable amount of black and purple aura suddenly erupted from its body and spread over the 10 

kilometers radius. 

Kahn, who was already close to the dragon only 5 kilometers away got engulfed in this aura instantly. 

[Master, run! I'll create an opening for you!] exclaimed Omega and tried to come out of Kahn's shadow. 

"All right kids. Let daddy show you how it's done." said Kahn as his figure suddenly emerged out of the 

dark fog-like aura. 

"Is that all? I thought you dragons were supposed to be somewhat strong." 

"What?!..." the guardian dragon had its eyes filled with disbelief. 

Kahn wasn't even a saint yet but he still remained completely unaffected by its heavy and crushing aura 

that even suppressed Omega and the others. 

"You still have time. If you beg in front of me, I'll let you live." Kahn's jarring voice resounded in the 

surroundings. 

"Impudence! Die you scum!" shouted the dragon as it could no longer tolerate Kahn's disrespectful 

words. 

It quickly opened its mouth and a black aura suddenly amassed in its neck. 

Bang!! 

A blistering and chaotic stream of fire filled with darkness element that spread across 5 kilometers in a 

single go and destroyed all the peaks and valleys covered under snow targeted Kahn and in just a dozen 

seconds… 

Kahn was completely engulfed by this horrifyingly destructive flame. 

BOOM!! 

Shatter!! 



A massive crevice formed as the dragonfire destroyed everything in its wake and finally, the gigantic 

dragon who burned Kahn alive spoke in a jarring voice… 

"Pesky little bug dared to talk down on me. I'd rather stay here alone for eternity than swallow an insult 

like that." 

To the dragon race, their pride as a superior species in the world was everything. So no way would the 

guardian dragon let Kahn's remarks slide. 

But as the black smoke from the dragonfire waned… 

"Impossible!!" shouted the dragon with a flabbergasted expression. 

"Is that it? Man, you're the weakest monster I've ever seen. Even the Drake I met nearly 2 years ago was 

more powerful and threatening than you." a carefree voice resounded from the other end of this region. 

Kahn in his black and gray longcoat suddenly appeared out of the black fog, completely unscathed. 

"How… how are you still alive?! Even those monsters who fought with me would be gravely injured to 

the point of no recovery. 

Then how come you're not dead yet?!" screamed the dragon in a bewildered voice. 

"Who knows? Maybe because I'm too handsome." replied Kahn with a charming smile and marched 

forth towards the dragon. 

"As you can see, I'm not dead." 

Spoke Kahn as he opened his arms and walked towards the enemy like a certain king of wakanda. 

"So why don't you give it another try, you winged lizard." challenged Kahn openly. 

"Winged lizard… did you just call me a winged lizard?!! 

Preposterous! Unacceptable! Insolence!" yelled the guardian dragon, thoroughly enraged to its core. 

And without holding back, it charged at Kahn and again attacked with dragonfire, this time, even fiercer. 

Bang!! 

BOOM!! 

Ripples of black fire destroyed the terrain as the dragon reached 2 kilometers close to Kahn and 

relentlessly attacked with the fire to burn him to cinders. 

Hundreds of crevices formed on the ground from the destructive force of its attacks. 

And yet when the fire subsided and the residue of the battlefield became clear… it had its maw wide 

open again. 

"Tch! I'm getting more disappointed. 

Are you really a dragon? I feel like you're scamming me. 

Shoo! Shoo! Go away! Bring the real dragon here." said Kahn with a disappointed expression. 



"You bastard! What the hell are you?! How are you still alive?!" exclaimed the guardian dragon as it 

could not comprehend how Kahn still remained unaffected while even the tall mountains in the 

surroundings were destroyed by the brute and destructive nature of his dragonfire. 

"Why should I explain it to a weakling like you? Get out of my way, loser. 

I don't have time to waste on a fake dragon like you." replied Kahn as he used quicksilver and appeared 

even closer to the dragon. 

"Move… or you will be moved." spoke Kahn in a tyrannical voice as it threatened this ginormous dragon 

who could kill tens of thousands of enemies just with its dragonfire. 

"Die you freak!!" shouted the dragon and attacked Kahn with its massive claw. 

BANG!! 

Another burst of dust erupted as it attacked Kahn physically this time. 

But when Kahn reappeared again, completely uninjured just like before, the dragon started having an 

existential crisis. 

"You want to know who I am? Well, I have a few titles of my own. You can call me by one of them." 

elaborated Kahn. 

"What title is it?" asked the dragon, acting wary of Kahn for the first time. 

To this question, Kahn let out a wide grin and replied in a sinister tone… 

"Monarch of Darkness." 

Chapter 488 - Monarch of Darkness 

Before coming to the battlefield, when Kahn and Ronin were trying to run away, he tried to ransack his 

brain in order to find a way to get out of this situation. 

His side was already the target of the guardian dragon and creating distance in between them wouldn't 

have saved Kahn either. It was no different than just delaying an inevitable death. 

But during those moments when Ceril mentioned that the dragon was a creature of the darkness 

element… 

Kahn suddenly remembered an ability of his that was unlocked almost two years ago when he faced 

Ajak, the Dark Summoner inside the 11th floor of the Bromnir dungeon. 

It was the very day he almost died and unlocked the Hero of Darkness title which gave him three 

amazing and extraordinary abilities. 

[System, give me the details on Monarch of Darkness ability!] ordered Kahn. 

[Following are the exclusive powers granted by this ability : 

Monarch of Darkness (Legendary Rank) (Passive) : 



The host now possesses the ultimate affinity & control over with anything that is made of Dark magic & 

Darkness elements in the world. 

The host will no longer be affected or can be killed from the dark magic or darkness element spells & 

skills. Whenever attacked with such skills and spells, the host's body will automatically absorb them or 

will remain harm-free regardless of the medium of attack. 

Note : The Host's control over darkness element will increase with the amount of darkness aura and 

dark magic absorbed.] reported the system. 

As soon as Kahn heard and remembered what happened back then… he finally felt a sense of relief. 

Otherwise, there was no way around for him to come out of this situation alive. 

It was that moment, Kahn turned around and decided to face the dragon fearlessly. 

---------------- 

The guardian dragon was too stunned to speak at this moment. 

[Monarch of Darkness? What kind of nonsense is this. This human is toying with me.] thought the 

guardian dragon. 

Meanwhile, Kahn who was still unaffected by magical and physical skills and attacks by the dragon 

thanks to Monarch of Darkness ability, had a carefree expression. 

"Nonsense! Human, you dare jest in front of me?! 

You're wearing some kind of armor, aren't you?" asked the dragon in a vengeful voice. 

"Oh that… I am indeed a very ultimate and impenetrable kind of armor. 

Do you want to know what it's called?" said Kahn. 

"Hah! I knew it! What kind of armor is it that can even render my dragonfire useless?" asked the dragon 

with a voice full of curiosity. 

"It's called…" spoke Kahn and took a pause before he revealed the name of the most badass and perfect 

armor in existence. 

"The Plot Armor." 

Revealed Kahn and continued his jolly walk towards the door to the final layer. 

"Plot what?! You're trying to fool me again? 

Fine! I'll finish you once and for all!" shouted the black and purple scaled dragon who was of the same 

size as Blackwall in his titan form.  

Again, it spewed all of its dragonfire on Kahn and destroyed the battlefield as the close-range attack 

created a massive pit. 

"No way would he survive now." spoke the dragon but finally… he was left dumbfounded. 

Because inside that put of fire and burned ground… 



Kahn's figure appeared but this time, he was… 

Dancing. 

Kahn was doing the traditional Tobey Maguire dance from Spider-Man 3 as he royally trolled this 

tyrannical dragon that could easily kill 15 to 20 million enemies in an open battle. Even his body was 

unaffected from the impact or changes in the terrain of the battlefield. 

As the dragon was losing its mind, Kahn jumped out of the deep pit and spoke in a mocking tone. 

"Oye, don't you have some self-respect? 

If it was me, I'd kill myself out of shame." 

He then quickly dashed towards the door and disappeared from the spot using quicksilver. 

Just in 5 seconds, he appeared one kilometer away from the Dragon after insulting it again. 

"This wretched insect!" shouted the dragon and this time… it decided to use its trump card ability. 

It opened its mouth again and using the black fire, it created the black hole exactly the same as the one 

that absorbed the combined attacks of the subordinates not so long ago. 

[And he fell for it!] 

The 300 meters wide massive black wormhole started sucking in the nearby rocks, boulders, and snow 

from the surroundings and also, even Kahn was forced to lose his footing because of the immense 

suction force. 

But as soon as Kahn's figure in black and gray longcoat came 100 meters close to it… 

He made a grasping gesture and finally used the 2nd ability that came with the Hero of Darkness title. 

Kahn then used another ability that came with the Hero of Darkness title. 

Dark Engulfment! 

[Dark Engulfment (Legendary Rank) (Passive) : 

The host can absorb and store dark magic skills & spells from other beings, whether they're alive or 

dead. 

The capacity will rise with the Rank upgrades in the host's body. 

The host can use all skills & spells made from Dark Magic & Darkness Elements after learning them. The 

host can also infuse them with other types of physical and magical skills & spells. 

The output of these skills & spells will be amplified by 3 times the original strength.] the system notified 

Kahn again at the moment of reckoning. 

This was the ability Kahn never used before because he never faced a darkness element creature after 

the undead lich in the dungeon. So it had been sitting under the dust for quite some time. 

And after nearly 2 years, Kahn was finally able to use this skill again. 



Like a miniature black hole of his own, Kahn's palm started sucking in the wormhole created by the 

guardian dragon which was actually its Plunderer skill that absorbed and converted enemy attacks into 

pure energy. 

"No!!" exclaimed the dragon as it completely lost control over his own skill. 

Kahn's ability was on the same level as the dragon's but his was something created by God of Darkness 

himself. So there's even a slight chance to lose against another ability of the same nature. 

"All right…" said Kahn as he released all of his aura and spoke in a grim voice that sent shivers under the 

dragon's spine. 

"I'm done playing this little game." 

Chapter 489 - Link to the Past 

Kahn gave a deathly look towards the mighty and ginormous dragon who was now stuck in a frozen 

state after Kahn activated the Dark Engulfment ability that came with his Hero of Darkness title. 

Kahn was using it for the first time against this darkness elemental creature and managed to pull an 

UNO reverse card on the Dragon. 

"Hrrrrmmmphh!" struggled the dragon as it tried to break free from the hold of this terrifying ability that 

even rendered a mighty being such as itself could even easily fight and kill a 5th stage saint. 

[Master… I completed my task.] spoke Ronin in Kahn's mind through their Telepathy Link. 

[Alright, wait there.] replied Kahn. 

"System, how much?" he asked. 

[Current darkness element absorption progress : 3%] 

"Gosh… I'll be too late at this rate. Let's speed things up." spoke Kahn and soon, a vast amount of black 

aura was sucked out of the dragon's body. 

Minutes passed and the once almighty dragon couldn't even move or wail in agony as Kahn was basically 

stealing every bit of darkness in its body. For a creature born with this element… it was no different than 

a slow and excruciating death. 

In just 2 hours, Kahn was finally done absorbing all of the darkness from its body and the gigantic dragon 

was now lying on the ground, barely able to breathe. 

It even lost its ability to use mana or world energy as the human in front of him sucked in all of its 

strength and energy in its body. 

[Current darkness element absorption progress : 43%. 

The damage output and control over all the darkness and dark magic skills, spells, and abilities has been 

enhanced by twice.] reported the system. 

"Who… who are you?" asked the guardian dragon. 



"Hero of Darkness." replied Kahn as he could feel the dragon being completely incapable of moving. 

"Wh… what?! Didn't you die 300 years ago? 

You even killed one of the Royal Dragons back then. 

How are you still alive and became so weak?" asked the dragon. 

"You… you know about my predecessor?" asked Kahn in a bewildered tone. 

He didn't expect to meet someone who knew about the 8th Hero of Darkness. 

"Predecessor?... So you're the new one? 

Haha! Haha! Hahaha hahaha!!" laughed the dragon in a maniacal voice that sent tremors in the ground. 

"You're so done, human! You don't have much time to live." spoke the dragon in a joyous tone. 

"Tell me what do you know. And I'll let you live." proposed Kahn. He desperately needed to know more 

about his predecessor and his deeds in the past. 

"I'm already dying, you scum! A dragon getting defeated by a mere insect because he's the chosen hero 

of a god… I have suffered the biggest insult in my life yet. 

I'm not going to tell you even if you promise to free me. This is a shame I must carry to my grave. 

I hope my ancestors will at least not scorn me. But before I die…" said the dragon and suddenly, it 

opened its maw and charged at Kahn. 

[Warning! The dragon in front of the host no longer possesses darkness element. The host will die from 

its physical attacks!] warned the system. 

Before Kahn even got the chance to react… an oppressive aura emitted from the guardian dragon 

instantly froze him on the spot as the mythical rank dragon tried to eat him alive. 

[Master!!] 

Just as the wide maw that spanned a dozen meters in width was about to bite off Kahn alive… 

Swoosh!! 

A silver flash exited Kahn's shadow and quickly passed through the dragon's mouth. 

Slash!! 

BOOM!! 

Omega, donned in his Moonlight Armor form had his white and blue blade of the katana in hand as he 

exited the other end of the dragon's neck. 

Cling! 

He shook off the black blood from the blade and slowly put the katana in the scabbard. 



He was already 4 times faster in his Moonlight Armor form and just now, he used the Quickdraw skill 

that allowed him to instantly slash apart an enemy in 2 kilometers radius. 

Thud!! 

A shockwave and burst of wind shook the nearby 100 meters region as something big fell on the ground. 

Before the dragon's maw could engulf Kahn… its giant head dropped on the ground as Omega cut it off 

from the inside with a single slashing attack. 

Armin and Ceril quickly appeared from his shadow and protected Kahn with their barriers. 

The last moment attack was enough to kill Kahn if the system hadn't informed him and Omega didn't act 

on his instinct and gave a finishing blow when the extremely weakened guardian dragon made its final 

move. 

"Fuck!! Why the fuck did he have to do that?! 

I needed answers, dammit!!" cursed Kahn. 

The guardian dragon was clearly very old to have heard and know things about his predecessor. But 

before Kahn could extract more information from him… the dragon suddenly made a kamikaze attack 

since it was already going to die. 

Even Kahn couldn't have foreseen the abilities becoming useless as soon as the dragon lost all darkness 

in its body. And hence, leaving Omega no choice but to kill the dragon to protect his master. 

This was simply an unexpected situation. 

Kah kept cursing the dragon but managed to calm himself after some time. There was no use of crying 

over spilled milk. 

And finally… Kahn had no choice but to carry on his usual routine of absorbing monsters and their 

abilities. 

"Absorb!" spoke Kahn after he came close to the ginormous dragon's reattached body. 

And after an entire day… Kahn was finally done with the Ability Absorption process. 

But what happened next was something that would completely change Kahn's life in the upcoming 

future. 

It opened many paths for Kahn and the abilities he gained were something that he felt even the other 

Heroes wouldn't be able to get unless they had his Divine Abilities and killed this guardian dragon 

himself. 

The system then informed Kahn that he had unlocked an unfathomable and bizarre ability that he 

desperately needed if he wanted to become stronger even among the other heroes. 

And finally… the system's robotic voice sent him the final message… 

[The host can now absorb the Dragon's body.] 



Chapter 490 - Meeting the Mark 

After Kahn was done with the Ability Absorption process, the system notified him about the newly 

gained abilities and skills from the guardian dragon. 

[Congratulations to the host for acquiring the following abilities & skills : 

Energy Plunderer (Legendary Rank) (Active) : 

Allows that host to create a black wormhole that can absorb mana, world energy, elemental attacks, 

spells, and various forms of energy sources. 

The wormhole will deconstruct and reconstruct these forms of sources to filter out the purest energy 

that can be received by the host in any desirable form. 

The host's body will be directly able to absorb this filtered and pure energy without causing any harm or 

aftereffects to the original body. 

Note : The host can also use this skill to absorb energy through inanimate objects or resources. 

---------------- 

Congratulations to the Host! Energy Plunderer ability merged under the Ability Absorption divine ability! 

New function unlocked! 

Ability Absorption divine ability can now allow the host to absorb mana cores and ores and even an 

entire body of a being. 

The host can directly absorb skills, abilities, mana, world energy, and bloodlines without touching the 

specimen's bodies from this point on. 

The black wormhole shall act as a medium for the divine ability to complete its function and transfer 

everything to the host's body. 

---------------- 

Dimensional Domain ability upgraded! 

The host can now store any object or even a body of a deceased being inside the domain without letting 

its physical state get affected for an indefinite time. 

The maximum storage size and range is 5 kilometers. 

---------------- 

Dragon's Sovereignty (Legendary Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the host to use the Draconian Bloodline effect to oppress and brainwash monsters and creatures 

of lower rank and levels to serve the user. 

Note : This ability requires a lot of world energy. 

The host must become a saint rank being to use this ability. 



---------------- 

Congratulations to the host! 

Dragon's Sovereignty merged with War Dominance blessing. 

The War Dominance has reached the 7th stage. 

The next effects of this upgrade shall be available to the host after becoming a first-stage saint. 

---------------- 

Dragon Physique (Legendary Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the host to temporarily enhance all of the physical stats by 3 times for 20 minutes. 

Note : This ability requires the host to become a saint first. 

Dragon Physique can be added to the Asura Mode. 

---------------- 

Bloodline : Draconian bloodline 

Current bloodline purity : 35% 

Note : A mythical rank Metamorphosis bloodline can be used to transform into a dragon after the host 

acquires the 100% Draconian bloodline.] reported the system. 

Kahn was completely befuddled and gobsmacked after going through the report. 

Because these abilities… not a single one of them was useless and all of them were at Legendary Rank. 

They even helped elevate Ability Absorption, Asura Mode, War Dominance and Dimensional Domain to 

add extra functions and usability. 

Thanks to the Energy Plunderer ability… Kahn will no longer have to go around eating SS Rank cores each 

day just to raise his levels one by one. 

Now… he could just use all those high-grade resources at once and directly absorb them using the 

Energy Plunderer skill that would help him absorb it all in its filtered purest form. 

To put the cherry on the top… it added function for Kahn and now, he won't need to stand day and night 

like an idiot while touching the body of the monsters or other warriors to absorb their abilities. 

This was the most hectic part of the Ability Absorption procedure and now… it won't take him years to 

level up. All he needed were enough resources for mana and world energy and he'd be able to break 

through ranks and stages much faster than others. 

Dimensional Domain used the wormhole skill and got upgraded into his 5 kilometers wide storage 

facility where Kahn could even store the body of this gigantic dragon even without having the worry 

about it rotting. 



And the Dragon's Sovereignty was basically no different than Beast taming skill since he could brainwash 

and control low-ranked monsters. 

"Wait a minute… isn't this the skill this dragon used to control those legendary rank monsters from 

inside the forbidden zone? 

But how?" asked Kahn to himself. Although it made sense that the dragon could control the other 

regional bosses with this ability… but the distance was thousands of kilometers away for it to work. 

So Kahn had a reason to be suspicious about the whole thing. 

And just when he was lost in thought… 

[The host can now absorb the Dragon's body.] 

The system informed him out of the blue. 

"What?! Are you sure? What will happen if I absorbed the body?" asked Kahn. 

[The Ability Absorption divine ability has received a new function. Now host can directly absorb any 

creature's physical body and get all of their skills and abilities. 

As for the dragon specimen… should the host decide to absorb it now… the body should help the host to 

gain enough mana and world to rank up to at least level 350 and a 3rd stage saint. 

However, it will take time and the host will need to gradually progress through levels and rank one at a 

time. 

The more portion of the body is absorbed with time, the quicker host will be able to level up.] 

elaborated the system. 

"Holy hell! That's amazing!" exclaimed Kahn in joy. 

[But the host must find adequate resources of world energy to meet the requirements for the next level 

up in stages. 

The host can use the sources such as a Saint's core or a legendary to mythical rank monster's core. 

In the host's case, the dragon's core is a sufficient source for the host to get enough energy to at least 

become a 2nd stage saint in the future.] reiterated the system to clear things out. 

"Means I no longer need that first stage saint's core now. 

All right then. Begin the process!" ordered Kahn. 

He pulled in the Dragon's body in his newly upgraded Dimensional Domain. Although he couldn't use the 

domain to surround or oppress his enemies because the space here was sealed, he didn't face any 

problems when pulling the ginormous body of the guardian dragon into his new storage facility. 

Kahn sat in a meditative pose for a couple of hours as the Ability Absorption did its work and finally… 

Kahn met the biggest mark that he needed to achieve. 

[Congratulations to the host! 



The host is now a Level 200 being.] reported the system in its robotic voice and said the magic words 

Kahn desperately wanted to hear. 

[The host has met the requirements to become a Saint!] 

 


